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Welcome to the WINPOL Flash #5!
It seems it was yesterday when WINPOL partners met for the first time, in
Gijón. Back in September 2018 we thought we had so much time ahead of
us to discover innovative practices, exchange experience... But here we

are, already counting down the days until this end of the first phase of the project.
Looking back, these two and a half years have been a great success. Even if this
year did not exactly go as initially planned, we still boast around 30 good practices
identified, several insightful study visits, and countless discussions at European and
local level on how innovation can support public authorities in their quest of a more
sustainable future. With the six Action Plans now drafted - as you will discover below
- improving waste policies on partners' territories do sound like a reality close to our
reach. Before delving into the overview of our past activities, why not get a
refreshment on what WINPOL is? Have a look at the video prepared by EMULSA.

This was the last WINPOL newsletter... However, we will continue sharing
updates on our activities during the second phase, either on the WINPOL
website or by email. Make sure that you receive our communications by
subscribing to our mailing list!

NEWS FROM THE PROJECT

What changes will WINPOL bring at local level?
WINPOL achieved an important milestone with the preparation of six Action Plans
specifying the steps that will be taken by partners to improve their waste policies. What are
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those changes? Get an overview of them in the summary offered by our second leaflet or
click on one of the territories below to discover in detail its specific Action Plan.

Discover WINPOL Good Practices Guide
14 examples of “Use of data and technologies to
optimise systems” and 12 “Innovative models”. This is
what the WINPOL Good Practices Guide offers. It is a
practical tool for cities and regions looking for new and
concrete approaches to minimise waste generation and
reach resource efficiency. In an even more interesting
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way, those practices also highlight that innovation does
not always have to rhyme with ICT or big data. More

WINPOL got close(r) to you!
The summer and the releasing of stricter COVID-19
related restrictions across Europe brought new energy
or rather new opportunities for WINPOL partners to be
active at local level. Clean-up, distribution of
composters, meeting with stakeholders... It all happened
the past months. More

Innovative tarification on the menu
Our third and final Thematic Seminar might have taken
place before the summer, the different innovative models
of waste generation fees that we discovered on this
occasion might nonetheless still catch your attention.
They are the proof that a correct use of taxation,
information, and technology can improve separate waste
collection and prevent waste. More

NEWS FROM THE PARTNERS

Taxation, information, and technology as
the way to improve waste performances
The catalogue of the LIFE Rethink Waste project
compiles 12 good practices in pay-as-you-throw and
know-as-you-throw. It covers cities ranging from
municipalities with a few thousand inhabitants like
Argentona (ES) to medium-sized cities like Parma and
Bergamo (IT) and to European metropoles like Berlin
(DE). A set of nine cluster projects - including WINPOL -
frame these experiences in a broader context. More

When recycling helps raising awareness
on breast cancer
Two pink containers can be found in the street of Gijón
in order to encourage recycling of glass and promote
breast cancer prevention. The campain underlines the
importance of the protection of the environment and
health by means of prevention. More
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A conversation on waste collection
systems
A report analysing 135 paper and packaging waste
collection systems and the recently published
COLLECTORS guidelines focusing on how to improve
the quantity of sorted municipal waste leading to high
quality recycling will be at the heart of an online
conversation on 8 December. You will also hear about
the first results of the survey conducted by ACR+ on the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on municipal waste
management systems. More

Circular opportunities in Heraklion
WINPOL is not the only project linked with circular
economy implemented by the Municipality of Heraklion.
The Municipality is also involved in the projects ACUA
and A2UFOOD whose main goals are to reduce organic
waste, promote sorting at the source, strengthen the
circular economy and increase composting quantities.
More

More practices on innovation in waste
management
WINPOL shares many similarities with SMART WASTE,
another Interreg Europe project launched in August
2019 to improve public policy instruments supporting
innovation within waste management procedures. After
one year of existence, SMART WASTE has started to
publish its first good practices. Why not having a look at
them? More

EMULSA joins the EWWR 2020 by
collecting computers for reuse
Within the framework of the 12th edition of the European
Week for Waste Reduction (EWWR), EMULSA
organises a collection of used computers to be
refurbished and later donated to students in order to
reduce the social and technological gap especially in
these times of pandemic crisis when most schools offer
online teaching. More
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IN THE MEANTIME...

Policy brief on separate waste collection
In a policy brief on separate waste collection Interreg
Europe’s Policy Learning Platform on Environment and
resource efficiency provides guidance and
recommendations for the separate collection of paper
and packaging waste, waste electrical and electronic
equipment, and used textiles backed by a wealth of
good practices and real-life examples from policy
makers across Europe. More

Von der Leyen’s vision for a next
generation EU
In her State of the Union address President of the
European Commission Ursula von der Leyen presented
her vision for a Europe that emerges stronger from the
pandemic and leads the way towards a new vitality. She
set out the priorities the Commission intends to pursue
in the coming year and outlined how NextGenerationEU
will contribute to enable Europe to become green, digital
and more resilient. More

Success for the first ever digital
#EURegionsWeek
More than 500 working sessions took place during the
first ever digital European Week of Regions and Cities,
focusing on one of the three themes: Empowering
Citizens; Cohesion and Cooperation ; and Green
Europe. Before the EWRC started, we had shared with
you some relevant sessions we spotted. If you missed
them or would like to see them again, you can visit the
event REPLAY page. More

What's next?
We now have to turn the page and start writing the next chapter: implementing the
well-designed Action Plans. Partners have no less than 2 years to bring all the
changes they planned to life. This means not only carry out the different actions but
also monitoring their implementation and results with the support of the various local
stakeholders. Partners will ensure that the lessons learnt from the cooperation
happen and that the Action Plans lead to policy changes.

But, to tell the truth, we will also continue a little longer with the exchange of
experiences. Indeed, some activities which could not take place in 2020 due the
COVID-19 are now scheduled for the coming months, such as the study visit to
Bergen to learn about the smart processes integrated in its waste management
system.

Last but not least, we will have the pleasure to share our achievements during a
final conference, to take place in 2022 in Brussels. Until then, we will post regular
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updates on the progresses of this second phase on the website. So do not forget to
check it every once in a while or follow WINPOL on Twitter!

The WINPOL project - Waste Management Intelligent Systems and Policies - aims to foster and promote the use of
intelligent equipment and planning derived from it, through improved waste management policies, thus contributing
to waste minimisation in European cities and regions. Find out more on www.interregeurope.eu/winpol

This publication reflects the author's views only and the Interreg Europe programme authorities are not liable for any
use that may be made of the information contained therein.
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